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-In example is given of two nonassociative P.1. algebras whose tensor product 
satisfies no polynomial identity. 
It was proved in [3] that the tensor product of two associative P. I. algebras 
is again a P. I. algebra. Jacobson posed the same question for nonassociative 
P. I. algebras. In this paper we answer this question by proving that the tensor 
product of a free associative algebra and a free Lie algebra does not satisfy 
any polynomial identity. 
We first reduce the question to the existence of a homogeneous multilinear 
identity for the product of free associative and Lie algebras. This would 
imply some “bracketing identity” for Lie algebras. We finally specialize to a 
Lie algebra which cannot satisfy any such identity. 
1. Let F be a field and let (Z> be an infinite set of free indeterminates 
(nonassociative and noncommutative) over F, and denote by F(Z) the free 
nonassociative algebra generated by (Z] over F. F{Z) is an algebra of poly- 
nomials. -4 monomial is determined by the order of the variables and the 
structure of parentheses in it. We denote by 4, the set of all different paren- 
thesis structures of an n-product. Thus let fi ,...,& E F{Z), B ~4, , then 
wl ,...,fJ is the product of fi ~..., fi2 in the natural order and with the 
parenthesis structure B. 
Xow let Z, ,..., Z, E {Z), then obviously B(Z, ,.i., Z,,) can be decomposed 
uniquely as B(Z, ,..., Z,) = B’(Z, ,..., Z,) . B”(Z,+, ,~.., 2,) where 0 < d < n 
(hence also 0 < R - d < n) and B’ E & , B” ~4,~~ . We shall write B = B’B”, 
As for associative algebras we have the following definition. 
DEFIKITION 1. Let A be a nonassociative algebra over F, then A satisfies a 
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polynomial identity if there exists a nonzero polynomial f&Z, ,..., Z,) E F&Z) 
such that for all CQ ,..., a, E A, f(n, ,..., a,) = 0. 
E-UMPLE I. Any associative algebra is a no~asso~i~tive algebra which 
satisfies the identity Z,(ZaZa) - (Z,Za)Za = 0. In particular we shall be 
interested in the free associative algebra F[X] with an infinite set (xl of 
variables [I, pp. 2231. If S, d enotes the symmetric group and X, ,..., X., E(X) 
are n different variables, then{XG1 ,..., Xg, ’ , o E S,) are a! linearly independent 
monomials over p. 
EXAMPLE II. Any Lie algebra is a nonassociative algebra which satisfies 
the identities Za = 0 and Z,(Z,Z,) + Z~(Z,Z,> -+- Z,(&Z) = 0. We shall 
employ the foIlo~ng free Lie algebra L[Y]: Let (Yf be an infinite set of 
variables over F, then L[Y] is the free Lie algebra generated over F by (Y) 
and the identities E’a = 0, (Y,,f,)Y, -/- (Y,Ya)Y, + (YsIi;)Ya = 0, 
[2, Chapter.V]. 
The terminology for P. I. aIgebras is the same as in the associative case. 
Thus f(2, ,..., 2,) &{Z) is homogeneous multilinear in 2, ,..., 2, if it is 
a linear combination of such rno~o~nia~. In other words, if 
As with associative P. I. algebras we also have 
The proof of the theorem follows that of the associative case ([ 1 ] , pp. 224), 
using the technique of decomposing the elements of cjn , B = B’B”. 
cOROLL.WY. ifr;‘[x] @&I’] t ji sn is es no ~~o~~~neo~s rn~~ti~i~eap identity, 
then it satisjes no identity at all. 
LEMMA 3. If F[XJ $JFL[Z;] satisj&s an identity, then L[Y] satisjies a 
non-zero identity of ~~~forrn &Empt c@(.Z, ,..., 2,). 
Proof. By Theorem 2 we may assume that FfX] @,LfY] satisfies a 
non-zero identity 
f(Z, ,**-, Z,J = c c ors, B8di, %BVo, 9***, -GJ. 
Furthermore, we may assume that for o = I there exists B ~4% such that 
cxlB = 1 EF. 
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Now let X, ,..., X, E (X> be n different variables and g, ?..., g, EL[I’] be 
any n elements in L[Y]. Then it is easy to show-by induction on B E +Z- 
that B(XI @ gr ,..,, X, 08,) = B(X, ,..., X,) @ B(g, ,..., g,), etc. Hence, 
we have 
Since FIX] is associative, B(XU1 ,..., XCJ = X-, .~. XU, for all B E& e 
Hence, 
Since the monomials X0, a.. XDn are linearly independent, we have 
for a11 0 E S, . 
In particular we have (for o = 1): CBEm, qBB(g, ,..., g,) = 0. Since gr ,...) g% 
where arbitrary, L[I’] satisfies the nonzero identity CBEI, c+B(Zr ,..., Z,), 
(where 01~ = alB). Q.E.D. 
2. F[Xj, which is an associative algebra, can be considered as a Lie 
algebraF[X], [2, pp. 41 by using the commutator [a: 6] = ab - ba. 
DEFINITION 4. Let B EC& , a, ,..., a, E F[X]. We define the polynomial 
B[a, )...> a,l by induction. If B E& , B[n,] = a, . Now let B’R” = B G& I 
B’ E&I B” E Cn-cz , 0 < d, n - d < n and suppose B’[n, ,..., ad], 
ma,,, >..=, a,] have already been defined. Then we define B[a, ,. .., a,] = 
P’la, ,-., ~1, B”hl ,-.., 41. 
L[Y] is a free Lie algebra and this means that the (arbitrary) correspondence 
4: (Yj - (X) can be extended to a Lie homomorphism 4: L[Y] -+ F[X],: if 
a, b ELII’], then (a * b)$ = [am, P]. A n easy proof by induction shows that 
if .h ,..., g, EL[IT], B ~q& , then (B(gl ,..., gn))+ =: B[gr6 ,..., grid]- If we take 
I’y$ = Xi , I < i < n, then (B(Y, ,..., Yn))+ -= S[X, ,..., XJ. Since 
we conclude that if F[X] @,L[Y] satisfies an identity of degree n, then 
c B@,: cdW ,..., X,] = 0. We shall demonstrate that F[X] @,L[Y] is not 
P. I. by showing that this last assertion leads to a contradiction. 
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We consider now the set of monomials in the polynomial B[X, ,..., XTJ. 
DEFINITION 5. Let B ~4~~ then o(B[X, ,..., XJ) is defined to be the set of 
monomials in the polynomial B[-;Y, ,..., X,]. i.e.: 
(a) If B E& then (r(B[X]) = {Xl. 
(b) LetB’B”=BE~,,B’E4,,B”E~,_,,O<d,n-d<?n,then 
u(BIIx; ,,.., X’,]) = (o(B’[Xl ,..., X,l) . a(B”[X~+, ,..., XJ)) 
u (o(B”[X’,+, ,..., XJ) . a(B’[X; ,..., XJ)). 
The fact that a(BIXl,..., ri,]) is indeed the set of monomials of B[X,,..., X,] 
follows from this lemma. 
LEMMA 6. 
B[Xl ,.-., -%I = c ~Xol-~XDn. x9 ...X,,teo(BIX1 ,..., X ], 
The proof of the lemma (by induction on B) is easy and is left to the reader. 
The crucial point of the whole paper is the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let n > 2, B E &, . Then there exist two monomials 
x, .a- X0,, Xc, *a- Xm, E (T(B[X, ,..., X,]) 
(one is a rejlectiolz of the other) such that they are not contained in avy 
u(D[X, ,..., X,J) for B f D ~4~ . (We call these “the characterizing mono- 
mials” of B.) 
Proof. By induction. If n = 2, then +a = (B} and a(B[X; , XJ) = 
{A>&. , XzX,) as was to be proved. 
Now let n. > 3 and suppose the lemma is true for 2 < in < n. Write 
B’B” = B E & , B’ E & , B” E q5n-d , 1 < d, n - d < n. There are essentially 
two possibilities 
(1) 2 < d, n - d. In this case the induction hypothesis implies the 
existence of XO1 ... X0, , X, *.* X0, E u(B’[Xl ,..., X,l) with the charac- 
terizing property X0, ... X0, , ‘X0, .*. -K, $2 @q-q T--*9 XJ) if B’ + D’ E & . 
Similarly we have X0,+, ... XOa, X0* *.* XOd+, E u(B”[Xrd+i ,..., X,]) and 
# u(D”[&+, ,..., X,]) if B” + D” E &-cl . Because of the mirror property of 
the two pairs of monomials, we may assume that 
@cl -==c 01 and u‘, < U&l ... (*). 
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Obviously, X0, .-. Xb, , Xb, a.. X0, E @[XI ,..., X7,]) and each monomial is a 
reflection of the other. 
We now show that these two monomials have the characterizing propew 
for B, namely: X0, ..* XDz, ,Y,, ... X0, 4 u(D[X; ,,.., X,]) if B + D E A2 . 
Thus, suppose for instance that X0, ... Xgn E o(D[X; ,..., X,Jj where D’D” = 
DE~~,D’E~~,D”E~~-~,O (k ~n.Foranymonomialin 
a(D”[&+1 ,..., XJ) . u(D’[X, ,~..) Xh]) 
X, is to the left of X1 . 
Since X1 is to the left of ;k;, in X,, ... X0,X0,,, ,.. ., XG,, it follows by 
Lemma 6 that X0, ... XC, E u(D’[Xi ,.t., X,J) o(D”[X~+~ ,.I., X,]). Since 
any monomial in o(D’[X; ,... , X,]) is given by a permutation on (1,. r.l h) etc., 
and since XT, ... Xi, E o(D’[X~ ,..., X,]) u(D”[X,+, ,I.., X,]) we have s1 < oj 
if i < h and h + 1 < j. Now, if 1 < il < d, me would have (pi < Go 7 
contradicting (*). If n < h, then d + 1 < la < n hence odfl < CT, i again 
contradicting (*). We conclude that h = n. Now it follows that 
x9 --* XUd” O(D’[Xl ).~.I XJ) 
and 
X od+l .” XOF E 4qx~,; f..‘> ZJ). 
The characterizing property of these two monomials, which is given by 
induction, implies that D’ = B’ and D” = B”; hence, D = D’lY = B’B” = B. 
(2) cl == z - 1 (or the similar case d = 1). Let X0, .~. Xnmmi ,
X o,1--I ... XC, E u(B’[Xr ,..., X-r]) and 6 o(D’[Xr ,..., Xn-r]) if B’ f D’ E 4,+x 
(the existence of these two monomials is given by induction). We may assume 
that (~,-i < o1 . Then one proves-by using similar arguments-that 
THEOREM 8. F[Xj BFL[Y] satis$es RO polynonzial identit>r. 
Proof. We have only to prove that if xRE,+ ~i$[Xi ~ . . . . 2-J = 0 then 
oc, = 0 for all B 5:dn . 
Let L3, E 4, and let X0, ... X0, E o(B,[X1 ,..-, X,]) be one of its charac- 
terizing monomials. By using Lemma 6 me have: 
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It follows from Lemma 7 that the monomial X6, ... XCn appears in the 
above sum only once--and with the coefficient +xB,. Since there is no 
cancellation inF[XJ, olBO = 0. Q.E.D. 
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